at the task with intense earnestness. The matter of collective buying, nationally or by sections, continues to be in the pro headlines. Just how this is to be handled is still, apparently, a dilemma to the pro chiefs although several plans that are interesting and sound in many details have been proposed.

The Atlanta meeting probably will be unusually productive in definite action for the golf club, and manufacturers will be holding sessions of their own while the pros are in conclave. The opportunity for both factors going into a huddle and coming out with the signal for the right play never has been afforded before. It is the main plank in the pro platform that since they do the majority of the country's golf business they can't see why they can't get their buying arranged in some way that gives them an even break with the store buyers who may buy in larger quantities individually, but who are decidedly in the minority when the totals on golf goods sales are added up.

It is high time that each pro who has any problem that he believes is in line for action at the Atlanta meeting so advise the representatives of his section. GOLFDOM will be glad to devote all editorial space necessary to putting forth pro ideas in order that they will get the benefit of the entire field's thought prior to the session at Atlanta.

Boys, if you have an idea for the good of the cause or something to get off your chest, now is the time to bring it before your fellow workers.

Ironing Out a Credit Matter

In the course of a year we do a lot of business with pros. A good part of the business is in the shape of classified advertising for fellows who are looking for jobs. A man out of a job might be considered a bum credit risk but GOLFDOM'S losses in this respect during the magazine's entire history have been less than the cost of a box of cigars. We cite that fact in nailing the lid on the coffin of the dead dope that the pro is a questionable credit risk.

We are actually sold on the idea that the average pro is immeasurably a better credit risk than any other class of small business operator that can be called to mind. For this we take some of the credit along with the P. G. A., as we have constantly been pounding away on the importance of good credit to the pro.

The manufacturers have some plain duties in helping the pros make the credit situation as near 100 per cent perfect as humanly possible. The other night at a pro meeting a young pro, a good, bright, ambitious one, delivered himself of this statement:

"Why pick on pros about credit when we hear tales of manufacturers who help a pro who is into them get a good job so he can square up his account? The fellow who keeps his bills discounted doesn't get a fair deal, so what incentive has he to be A1 credit?"

We doubt that anything like this has happened for some few years past, but the evil that men do lives after them, etc., and it's strictly up to all manufacturers to make their positions in this respect perfectly clear to the pros.

Here's a stunt that it wouldn't hurt pros to adopt. The idea has good merchandise advertising value and in addition, for the pro, the more of his members he can get practicing, the more of them he will get for instruction. The idea shows how anxious stores are to get business that should be the pros'.

The premium idea, as set forth by Sporting Goods Dealer, is set forth thus.

"An inexpensive stunt which has pulled in sales for Volk's, Inc., a sporting goods firm of Miami, Fla., is the distribution of 300 golf ball bags. These were attractive canvas sacks, seamed at the sides and made nine by six inches in size. They were closed by a draw-string at the top. These bags were made by an awning company in Miami at a cost of 15 cents each.

"The bags were not given out at the store. Instead, they were distributed to every member of the Miami G. & C. C., thus reaching many prospects who might not come into the store.

"The little bags were stenciled by O. C. York, partner in Volk's, Inc., with a cartoon figure of a golfer making a bad drive and a caption, "Improve your drive." Then, in an unobtrusive way which in no wise destroyed the attractiveness of the bag, the name "Volk's" was stenciled in.

"The bags are especially handy in practice as they hold two dozen golf balls and the golfer can bring them up to a tee and empty them there while he practices. The bags also were useful to hold the balls in a locker. They keep the balls together and save the annoyance of balls rolling off